
Burleigh’s Gin
This Leicestershire gin was born in June 2014 and takes

inspiration from its surroundings, especially nearby Burleigh

Wood. From their base at Bawdon Lodge Farm, the 45 West

Distillery team draw on a unique mix of local botanical inspiration,

including silver birch, dandelion, burdock and elderberry.

This quest to capture the true spirit of artisan distilling has

resulted in a portfolio of four exceptional London Dry Gins, each

with a Leicestershire accent and together appealing to everyone

from traditionalists to today’s new wave of gin enthusiasts.

At 40% ABV, Burleigh’s Signature captures the essence of this

brand, showing off its 11 botanicals in a crisp, vibrant and pine-

scented smooth style that is ideally suited to a refreshing G&T.

Showcasing the same ratio of botanicals at a more robust 47%

ABV, Burleigh’s Export Strength has an aromatic profile that really

shines in a Martini or Negroni. At the same strength but with a

more floral, sweeter balance of ingredients, sits the Distiller’s Cut.

A more recent addition to the core range is Burleigh’s Pink

Edition. Inspired by a visit to Tokyo during the springtime Hanami

festival, this floral and delicate expression layers cherry blossom,

hibiscus, rose and pink grapefruit on top of the Burleigh’s recipe

to create a smooth, very easy drinking gin. Try it with Fever Tree

Aromatic Tonic and a slice of fresh pink grapefruit.

Burleigh’s Export Strength 
London Dry Gin 
Alcohol: 47% ABV

Format: 70cl bottle

Tasting note:  Bright juniper nose backed 

by sweet herbal notes. The palate shows 

bold juniper then sweet spice, pine, 

pepper and a dash of citrus, followed by a 

long, dry finish with lingering lemon and 

juniper flavours.

Burleigh’s Signature 
London Dry Gin
Alcohol: 40% ABV

Format: 70cl

Tasting note: Crisp and vibrant on the nose, 

showing pine, eucalyptus and bright citrus top 

notes. The palate displays a dry juniper freshness 

backed by notes of pine, citrus zest and 

eucalyptus. An earthy, spicy, floral background 

gives way to a long, warming finish embellished 

with Parma violet, dry juniper and lavender.

Burleigh’s Distiller’s Cut
London Dry Gin 
Alcohol: 47% ABV

Format: 70cl bottle

Tasting note: Vibrant citrus on the nose, 

followed by eucalyptus and juniper. The palate is 

smooth and sweet showing earthy juniper and 

violet notes then candied citrus leading into a 

floral, aromatic finish with hints of white pepper.

Burleigh’s Pink Edition
London Dry Gin 
Alcohol: 40% ABV

Format: 70cl bottle

Tasting note: A zesty, floral perfume led 

by vibrant grapefruit and rose leads into a 

palate full of sweet hibiscus, cherry blossom 

and cranberries balanced by intense 

grapefruit zest. Soft and mouthfilling, it 

finishes in a long, smooth, floral finish with a 

lingering zesty bitterness and aromatic spice.


